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Blood Groove & Kikis - Silk Music 4 Mar 2014 - 2 min - Uploaded by scholagladiatoriaFeatured in this video is an Albion Crecy that I am sharpening for a friend. The Blood Groove The BS Historian Origins of Blood Grooves -- myArmoury.com dict.cc dictionary: · blood groove: · German-English translation Find Blood Groove & Kikis song information on AllMusic. Blood Groove Hand Made Katana: Martial Arts Swords - Amazon.com Blood groove definition is - a longitudinal groove on the shaft of an arrow or spear or on the blade of a bayonet or knife said to have been introduced to cause. Blood Groove & Kikis - Wonderland at Discogs Does anyone know the etymology of the term blood grooves? I was thinking about it the other day, and while I have no doubt that the primary.